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Big Man’s USA Announces New Independent Trading
Company Products

RL Imre December 17, 2013

Big Man’s USA, a company that specializes in clothing specially tailored for big and tall
men, announces two new Independent Trading Company additions to its winter lineup,
available in sizes small to 6XL.

(Newswire.net -- December 17, 2013) Garden Grove, California -- Just in time for Christmas
shopping, Big Man’s USA, located on the web at Big Man's USA, announces a new line of
Independent Trading Company Products.  These products make great Christmas gifts or
presents for any cold weather month.  Best of all, big or tall men do not have to squeeze into
sizes that are too small or buy no-name coats and outwear as the Independent Trading
Company manufactures these products in sizes from small to 6XL.

The new line includes two fantastic outwear items that are sure to please the most discerning big men on anyone’s
Christmas list.  They include:

•    The Sherpa-Lined Full-Zip Hooded Thermal.  This warm, snuggly thermal includes a full Sherpa lining for extra
warmth and softness as well as a hood for convenient head cover.  Waffle-weave thermal material keeps men toasty
warm even in the coldest weather.  This thermal can be worn as outerwear on its own or under a jacket or flannel shirt
for extra protection from the cold.
•    The Sherpa-Lined Full-Zip Hooded Sweatshirt.  This stylish hooded sweatshirt is the perfect weight for standalone
warmth and includes a full, soft Sherpa lining to provide more than the standard sweatshirt insulation.  The convenient
hood also provides head and ear protection.  This sweatshirt is great on its own or paired with a heavy parka for those
sub-zero days or nights.

 

Big Man’s USA offers a full range of sizes from America’s best clothing makers including Eddie Bauer, Spor-Tek and
Russell Outdoors.  Big Man’s USA also offers free shipping on all orders over $75 and a portion of every sale will go
to the Wounded Warriors Project.

 

With the help of Big Man’s USA, fashion and large size are synonymous.  The entire line of big men’s clothing can be
found at www.bigmansusa.com.

About Big Man’s USA:  Big Man’s USA is a company dedicated to providing big and tall men with high-quality clothing
for all seasons and with clothes made in the right sizes to fit big and tall bodies.  With the help of Big Man’s USA, big
and tall men can look stylish and still find clothes that fit at a reasonable price.

For More Information:  www.bigmansusa.com

Big Man's USA

P. O. Box 5764
Garden Grove, California 92846-5764
(866) 592-5115
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